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CNucleus: CONFIGURATION

EXPORTS BFSDefs, DirectoryDefs, FrameDefs, ImageDefs, IODefs, MiscDefs, FontDefs, DisplayDefs, SegmentDefs, StreamDefs, StringDefs, SystemDefs, TimeDefs

CONTROL Wart =
BEGIN

-- System code
Resident;
Signaller;
Swapper;
Keyboard;
KeyStreams;
DiskKDO;
Miscellaneous;
Process;
Strings;
BFS;
Directory;
Files;
Segments;
Streams;
FSP;
AlFont;
SystemDisplay;
StreamIO;
TimeConvert;
DebugNub;

-- Makeimage stuff
BcdAllocator;
LoadState;
LoaderBcdUtilities;
BcdMerge;
BcdTab;
MakeImage;
MakeImageUtilities;

Wart;
END.